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CARIS Publications Module
Create Nautical Publications
The CARIS Publications Module™, which integrates with
the CARIS HPD™ database environment, is designed to
help users create Nautical Publications such as Notices
to Mariners, List of Lights, Sailing Direction instructions,
List of Radio Signals, List of Wrecks, etc. All information
is stored in one place in a database. This allows users to
work with existing HPD projects, workflows, accounts,
etc. and obtain operational efficiencies in the provision of
this additional safety information.

New Publications Module User Roles
The Publications Module provides additional User Roles
to be assigned to those persons working with Nautical
Publications. There are four specific roles for the Publications Module; Publication Manager (publish completed
publications), Publication Document Editor (create/modify publications), Publication Record Editor (create/modify
notices and list product records) and Publication Browser
(browse publications). The use of User Roles ensures
workflow control and integrity in the creation and issue
of nautical publications.
Create a New Notice
The process starts by preparing a registry for a Notice or
any other publication. This new registry is stored in the
Pending folders until approved and later assigned to a
specific Publication. The information in this section can
include the notice number, the country and location, oth-

er survey authorities, cancellation notes, etc. In order to
populate the attributes the user can copy, paste, type or
gather information from features in the HPD database.
Many notices also contain specific instructions that are
entered in the tables provided in the Instructions window.
For example, users can populate the type of action used
in the notices like Insert,
Delete, Modify, Replace
and Move. A description
for that specific notice
can also be added and formatted using the HTML
Editor; for example highlight text and select Bold,
Italic, Subscript, etc.
The coordinates of specific features can be automatically
captured from the super-selected object in the HPD Paper
Chart Editor™ or HPD Product Editor™ applications. This
feature can be a sounding, symbol, area or line feature, as
the Publications Module has the ability to populate multiple entries, e.g. for line features.
Also, if the position is populated manually, with the function “Zoom to position” the display window is centred at
this location in HPD Paper Chart Editor or HPD Product
Editor to graphically review the position entered manually.
If we have a paper chart opened in the HPD Paper Chart
Editor application, with the Generate Instruction function,
we can automatically populate the notices with the information about that specific paper chart, stored in the HPD
database. For example; the chart details such as Chart
Number, Title and Datum can be automatically populated.
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In the instructions section, users can also associate an
external file with the Instruction. This could be a “Tracing”
or a “Block Correction” created earlier in HPD Paper Chart
Editor or in other CARIS applications. The attached function is useful to add images of the INT1 symbols to the
notices, as well.
Certify the New Notice
After completing a new Notice, the user with the specific
role must check the content and certify it. Publications Module uses approval and verifications to track the status of notices, light records and publications in the database. Access
to the verification commands is determined by user roles.
The certification process has consistent terminology/steps
with other HPD operations.

Once the publication has been exported, the user with the
role of Publication Manager can lock it, so that it is read-only
and no other modifications can be made to it.
The Publications Module has the ability to create a new Publication from an existing one. A publication that is already
in the HPD database can be used as a template for other
publications. This means that the user can re-use an existing
document structure (without the notice and the record data)
instead of re-building a document with a duplicate structure
each time a new publication needs to be released.

Create a new Publication
Once the notices are created, they need to be placed in the
appropriate Publications. The Publication area allows users
to create the specific sections and sub-subsections for the
notices in order to create the Publication. Usually, each section or sub-section has a different format, for example: one
format for general notices, other for notices for correcting
paper charts, as well as a different format for radio services.
Also, when all the notices are included in one of the sections
in the publication, HPD Publications allows the user to certify
each section. This certification process includes approval,
verification, and a publication can also be rejected.
Export a Publication

Create a new Edition

Publications are exported to an XML file using an XSLT style
sheet file in order to format results for viewing. This prepares
the information for final publication in a paper or web-based
product.
The resulting file is an HTML formatted text file that can be
opened in a browser or word processor for additional editing tasks and the information is saved in the HPD database.
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The function Create a New Edition duplicates an entire list
publication. This tool is useful for updating a list publication
such as list of lights, list of wrecks, etc. with new information
as it become available.
Contact info@caris.com or visit www.caris.com/publications/ for more information.
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